Call to Order
Speaker Comparato called the meeting to order at 7:49 PM.

Chair Crayton motioned to suspend the standing rules section SCR-106-008 because the agenda was not sent out 24 hours before the meeting.

Speaker Comparato said that it was not intentionally sent out late and it was only because she did not receive the finance bills until 2 AM this morning.

Chair Crayton said it still needed to be done.

Speaker Comparato agreed.

Chair Burney seconded.

Consent was called.

Attendance
The following members were present: Brittany Best (Chair), Michael Braxton, Laura Brush, Jocelyn Burney (Chair), Josh Campbell, Travis Crayton (Chair), Kristen Dolan, Brad Dunnagan, Zach Ferguson, Nitin Goel, Ross Hardeman (Vice Chair), Wes Hodgkin, Peter McClelland (Vice Chair), Stephanie Mellini, Derek Murray, Jeanine Navarrete, Kim Niver, Nish Patel, Austin Root, Elizabeth Sawyer, Joseph Strader, Chris Woodward (Chair), and Paige Comparato (Speaker).

The following members were absent: Josh Aristy, Meghan Boyles, Connor Brady (Speaker Pro Tempore), Austin Gilmore, Shawn Griffin, Andrew Lucas, Amber Pace, Daniel Rojas, Alex Ruble, and Jonathan Stupak.

General Orders
Bills

Chair Burney motioned to reorder agenda and to consider bills for student organizations first.

Seconded.

Consent was called.
Chair Best motioned to hear Tar Heel Voices first.

Seconded.

Consent was called.

**SCB-94-050 – A Bill to Subsequently Appropriate Student Funds to Tar Heel Voices**

Their treasurer John Booker represented the Tar Heel Voices, a student acapella group. He asked for money for production costs, printing tickets, and two cubes for auditions and one for their concert in the fall.

Chair Best asked if they charge for concerts.

Mr. Booker said that they do charge $3 for admission.

Chair Best said that all the money that they give out comes from students and asked if they would consider letting in students for free.

Mr. Booker said that they have always charged students.

Representative Goel asked if they sell albums.

Mr. Booker said yes.

Chair Woodward asked if it was even an option to let students in for free, even if they charged non-students more.

Mr. Booker said that he didn't know.

There was a motion to the previous question.

Burney seconded.

Consent was called and the bill passed favorably.

**SCB-94-045 – A Bill to Subsequently Appropriate Student Funds to Carolina Mock Trial**

Speaker Comparato motioned for Carolina Mock Trial to present next because the representatives had to get to their own meeting.

Seconded.

Consent was called.
Joanna Steele stood in for the President who was holding an interest meeting. She said that they need money for competition. She said they compete with other universities across the East and they also host a regional competition. She said they have a high standing in their national organization.

Chair Best moved to strike office supplies to $30. She said that her and Treasurer Ghosh talked and they want to maximize help for all groups and that money cut from office supplies could help others.

Chair Crayton asked why they needed $180 for office supplies.

Ms. Steele said that they have to buy binders, print cases for trials and that they start competing soon and they use all these supplies for all year.

Chair Best said that they would not give $180 to any other student groups and Mock Trial could find other options for office supplies.

Chair Burney asked if they could reuse any of the previous supplies.

Ms. Steele said they use legal pads and have 4 tournaments and they go through everything. She said they try to recycle and there are a lot of people involved. She said that they have to supply at least 100 people with supplies.

Representative Navarrete asked if they charged dues.

Ms. Steele said that they do charge dues, and that they all go towards regional and national tournaments and fees because they aren’t certain and Student Congress will not fund them.

Representative Niver asked if they applied for money during annual appropriations.

Ms. Steele said yes.

Representative Niver asked why they did not apply earlier.

Ms. Steele said that the president went out of town and they missed meeting for annual appropriations and everything was cut.

Chair Crayton asked if Chair Best would strike the $180 to $90.

Chair Best said no and that this is too much money and she said it would be better to give more funding somewhere else. She said that $50 makes her feel more comfortable.

Chair Crayton moved to accept $50 for the office supplies amendment.
Chair Burney seconded.

Consent was called.

Chair Best asked that if it was crucial to stay in a hotel at Elon.

Ms. Steele said yes because they have to be there at 7:45 AM and must be fully dressed and have meetings early.

Chair Best asked if they would be comfortable choosing their top 4 or 5 events and only giving them money for those.

Ms. Steele said that they could do without funding Richmond and Patrick Henry.

Chair Best moved to strike them from the bills and zero out student fees.

Seconded.

Consent was called.

Chair Best moved to reduce lodging to $1440.

Seconded

Consent was called.

Chair Best moved to subtract $519.68 from travel not including lodging.

Seconded.

Consent was called.

Chair Best moved to subtract $100 from printing and publicity.

Seconded.

Consent was called and the bill passed favorably after amendments passed.

SCB-94-038 – A Bill to Subsequently Appropriate Student Government Funds to Student Global Health Committee Global Health Topics Subcommittee

Ashley Buchanan represented them and said that they are organizing a lunch and are requesting funds for their speaker’s travel and lodging and programming for his talk.
Treasurer Ghosh said she would like to cut it down to $110 for travel.

Ms. Buchanan said that they have to pay for airfare.

Motion seconded.

Consent was called.

Chair Woodward motioned to the previous question.

Seconded.

Consent was called and the bill passed favorably.

**SCB-94-039 – A Bill to Subsequently Appropriate Student Government Funds to Student Congress**

Chair Woodward represented the Student Congress.

Treasurer Ghosh said that they pay clerks and that they could split it up for semesters.

Chair Best said that timecards would be provided.

Representative Hodgin motioned to previous question.

Seconded.

Consent was called and the bill passed favorably.

**SCB-94-040 – A Bill to Subsequently Appropriate Student Funds to Carolina Quarterly**

Chair Best represented Carolina Quarterly.

She said that Carolina Quarterly is a magazine that specializes in publishing contemporary studies. They want money for printing. She said that it is simple since it is for printing and publicity.

Chair Crayton asked if it was for two semesters or not.

Chair Best said it was for both semesters.

Chair Crayton asked the treasurer if they could come back in the spring.

Chair Burney said they asked that and they said they were fine with that.
Chair Best motioned to split the funding in half.

Seconded.

Consent was called and the funding was split and the bill passed favorably.

**SCB-94-041 – A Bill to Subsequently Appropriate Student Funds to HOSA**

Yvonne Nguyen, the HOSA treasurer, represented them and said that the bulk of money they are requesting is for their state conference. She said that the hotel costs more than $90 but that’s all they could apply for. She said that next part of the request is for community services; she said they do lots of charity work. She said that they requested money for general office supplies because they don’t have any money for that.

Chair Burney asked about the $25 gift basket and whether it was cut because it sounded like personal gain to her.

Chair Best said they could give out trophies and pens, but not gift baskets.

Representative Niver asked about food and t-shirts.

Ms. Nguyen said that they were taken out and $30 more taken out from advertising.

Representative Niver asked what the capital expenditures were.

Ms. Nguyen said that they were for office supplies.

Chair Best moved to strike office supplies to $30.

Seconded.

Consent was called and the amendment passed.

Representative Niver said to put capital expenditures in another category.

Ms. Nguyen said that it was for HOSA week and for the health fair and other educational events.

Representative Niver moved to strike out capital expenditures and move them to educational supplies.

Seconded.

Consent was called.
Chair Burney said that it looks like they already cut the $25 gift basket.

There was a moved to the previous question.

Seconded.

Consent was called and the bill passed favorably.

**SCB-94-042 – A Bill to Subsequently Appropriate Student Funds to Student Friends of Ackland**

Chair Best represented the Student Friends of Ackland.

She said that they are having an opening show and they want money to fund that. She said that the show is in October so they need the money now. They want $25 for publicity and money for programming and professional labor.

Representative Strader moved to previous question.

Seconded.

Chair Best objected.

Chair Best said that she wants to cut programming to $100 for the DJ.

Representative Strader said that it’s not just for the DJ. He would not like to withdraw.

Chair Best moved to cut programming to $150.

Seconded.

Chair Woodward objected and said they there will be too many people there.

Chair Best withdrew motion.

Chair Burney moved to previous question.

Seconded.

Consent was called and the bill was passed favorably.

**SCB-94-043 – A Bill to Subsequently Appropriate Student Funds to Honduran Health Alliance**
Chair Best said that the Honduran Health Alliance did not have a certified treasurer. She motioned to table this bill.

Seconded.

Consent was called and the bill was tabled.

**SCB-94-044 – A Bill to Subsequently Appropriate Student Funds to A Drink for Tomorrow**

Kyle Villedeman represented them and said that they are in their second full year and said they are an organization under public health. He said the bulk of their request is for a banquet in March and other events throughout the year.

Chair Best asked if they had a certified treasurer.

He said yes and introduced the treasurer.

Chair Burney asked if they could come in the spring and ask for money for the banquet.

The treasurer said that it would be better to have money now so that they can contact speakers and start setting everything up.

Chair Crayton moved to previous question.

Seconded.

Consent was called and the bill passed favorably.

**SCB-94-046 – A Bill to Subsequently Appropriate Student Funds to UNC Manna Project International**

Chair Best said that the UNC Manna Project International did not show up for finance committee meeting.

Speaker Comparato said that everything was zeroed up.

Chair Best said that they would hear this organization at the next finance meeting.

Speaker Comparato motioned to postpone this bill.

Chair Crayton motioned to put bill back to the finance committee.

Seconded.
Consent was called and the bill will go back to the finance committee.

**SCB-94-047 – A Bill to Subsequently Appropriate Student Funds to Lambda Upsilon Lambda**

Chair Best said that Lambda Upsilon Lambda has not contacted her.

Chair Best motioned to table this bill.

Seconded.

Consent was called and the bill was tabled.

**SCB-94-048 – A Bill to Subsequently Appropriate Student Funds to UNC Crossfit**

Chair Best represented UNC Crossfit.

Chair Best said they really need money for insurance in order to continue as a club. She said they have a critical need for equipment.

Representative Niver said that this would replace equipment that was stolen over this past summer. She said that they had to shutdown the club because they were being sued. She said that she wasn't able to audit them and that she was hesitant to give them more money.

Speaker Comparato said they would get a new safe.

Representative Strader said that ordering the equipment would cost $800 but that they asked for $300 less than that number.

Representative Hodgin asked why they are having dumbbells shipped and said that they did mention that their equipment was stolen and have made plans to safeguard it.

Chair Burney said that their stuff was securely stowed in the field house when it was stolen. She said they were not asking for their stuff to be stolen and they can't be held accountable.

Chair Crayton motioned to cut shipping to $487.15

Chair Best asked if everyone would be comfortable to striking shipping to $0 and said that they can come back later and ask for that instead of making assumptions.

Representative Dolan said there is lots of speculation about what they are asking for and what they aren't asking for and that they shouldn't rush down the road.
Chair Crayton motioned to strike shipping to $0.

Representative Dolan said that it seems as though they are trying to figure out why they need to money and asked why someone is not here to speak on behalf of them.

Chair Best said that groups usually don't have to come but she asked all the groups to come anyways and said she would speak for groups that could not send representatives. She gave them the option.

Representative Dolan asked if groups that were here tonight were the exception.

Chair Best said that this was a strange case.

Speaker Comparato asked when the student groups advised to come to the meeting tonight.

Chair Best said she got it out this afternoon because her email was not working.

Chair Burney moved to the previous question on the amendment.

Seconded.

Consent was called and the amendment passed by roll call vote.

Chair Burney moved to the previous question.

Seconded.

Consent was called and the bill passed favorably by roll call vote.

Chair Best made a point of interest by saying that A Drink of Tomorrow did not have their treasurer certified and asked to not sign off on the bill until he was certified.

Speaker Comparato said that she would like to hold off on the other group.

Chair Crayton asked if the treasurer was not certified.

Chair Best said they took the test before but were not re-certified.

Chair Crayton motioned to reconsider A Drink for Tomorrow’s bill and table it.

Seconded.

Consent was called and the bill (SCR-094-044) was tabled.
Treasurer Ghosh said that all groups without certified treasurers have taken the test but haven’t re-certified. She asked the representatives if they could pass and just not sign it.

Chair Crayton said that he doesn’t feel comfortable passing bills against the student code.

Study Body President Will Leimenstoll said that he would veto the bill if it were passed.

Chair Best motioned to table the bill.

Seconded.

Consent was called and the bill was tabled.

**SCB-94-049 – A Bill to Subsequently Appropriate Student Funds to UNC Mano**

Chair Best motioned to table this bill.

Seconded.

Consent was called and the bill was tabled.

**SCB-94-051 – A Bill to Subsequently Appropriate Student Funds to Building Bonds Breaking Bars**

Chair Best represented Bond Breaking Bars.

She said that this program gives college aged African American males the opportunity to work with delinquents. She said that they host forums on juvenile justice and the correctional system as a whole. They need the funding for travel and reserved two vans because they take 13-15 trips. She said they will start visiting this facility every other Thursday and they have the dates listed. They requested funding for a cultural show for students at the facility but can’t provide a specific date because of the regulations of the facility they work with. They want to work with the Great Hall. They said that none of the funds would be used for the facility or bringing students back.

Chair Burney moved to previous question.

Seconded.

Consent was called and the bill was passed favorably.
SCB-94-052 – A Bill to Subsequently Appropriate Student Funds to Turkish Student Association

Chair Best represented the Turkish Student Association.

She said that they wanted to stress that they need to maximize budget because they are working with a small budget.

Chair Best motioned to strike $200 to $25 for napkins from equipment because they don’t fund food.

Speaker Comparato said that there was a lot of debate in the finance committee about the napkins.

Chair Woodward asked where the napkins were allocated.

Vice Chair Hardeman said that they moved it to equipment.

Chair Best said that they took out $200 from equipment.

Chair Woodward said not to worry about it and that he couldn’t figure out where the $200 for napkins was located.

Chair Best said that since it is so closely associated to food that they shouldn’t fund it and that the money could be used for something more useful.

Representative Hodgin said that they already struck $2,000 and said that this budget still includes the napkins.

Seconded.

Consent was called.

Chair Best motioned to strike Printing to $103 and this will be enough for a poster.

Seconded.

Consent was called.

Representative Strader motioned to strike money for office supplies to $50.

Seconded.

Consent was called.

Chair Best asked if they could strike it to $30 as opposed to $50.
Treasurer Ghosh said they do not have all the supplies that other groups have.

Representative Niver asked if worksheets overlapped with printing.

Representative Strader said that it was a conversation hour and that if it was an issue then they could submit another request.

Representative Hodgin said that Congress does not know their circumstances.

Chair Best asked to take a friendly amendment of $25.

Representative Strader accepted the friendly amendment.

Chair Crayton moved to previous question on this amendment.

Seconded.

Consent was called.

Chair Best moved to the previous question on this bill.

Seconded.

Consent was called and the bill was passed favorably.

**SCB-94-053 – A Bill to Subsequently Appropriate Student Funds to Bhangra Elite**

Hetali Lodaya, the treasurer, represented them said that their funding is for competition, dues, lodging, and travel. She said that they need props and printing and publicity for this fall.

Treasurer Ghosh asked about the props. She said they already got money to buy 14 new props.

Ms. Lodaya said that they were different. She said they are trying to buy more and have more people coming to practice consistently. She said it is a bigger value added if they have props to make practice more productive.

Treasurer Ghosh said they need 28 in total.

Representative Mellini asked if the fundraiser was a competition.

Ms. Lodaya said that was a class.
Representative Goel asked how much the class was.

Ms. Lodaya said that they would charge $15 ahead of time and $20 at the door. She said that they donate half towards charity and the other half to general operations.

Representative Strader moved to the previous question.

Seconded.

Consent was called and the bill passed favorably.

**SCB-94-054 – A Bill to Subsequently Appropriate Student Funds to Black Student Movement**

Shy’kia Lee, the treasurer, represented them and said that they are asking for printing and publicity. They have magazine issues and the entire collection is in color and not available online. She said they are asking enough money for each magazine. She said the travel funding is for a Jeep Liberty car that travels to Habitat for Humanity, Northside, and the Ronald McDonald house. She said they are asking for building rentals and that there is no admission fee for the church. She said that professional labor are fees for set-up of the buildings and stage and includes their culture show where they have a 6 x 20 stage.

Treasurer Ghosh said to promise to take treasurer test.

Ms. Lee said she didn’t know she had to take it after July 1st. She said that she would promise to take it and that she already took it in May.

Chair Best said she was looking at rental for Gospel Choir Concert and was wondering why they need this venue.

Ms. Lee said that the fee is mostly for the sound and the labor and it is not for the venue itself.

Chair Best asked if it was possible to have it anywhere other than the church.

Ms. Lee said that she does not know.

Chair Best said that in order to do their reimbursement for travel that they needed to know where they would be going and how often they would be going there.

Ms. Lee said they go to the Ronald McDonald house, Habitat for Humanity, and Northside, and travel their once a week probably.

Chair Burney said that there were a lot of unanswered questions and that they don’t know how many times they will be going. She said that she was hesitant.
Representative Strader said that it is only fair to table bill since they did it for other groups that didn’t have certified treasurers.

Seconded.

Consent was called and the bill was tabled.

Speaker Comparato said that they should make sure next time that the treasurer is certified because it would be easier to table the bill at finance meeting instead of the full Congress meeting.

Representative Niver asked if they have been telling groups if they need inventory. She said that last year they did not fund people that didn’t have inventories.

Vice Chair Hardeman said they usually get requests that are larger amounts.

**SCB-94-055 – A Bill to Subsequently Appropriate Student Funds to J Street UNC**

Chair Best represented J Street UNC.

Representative Strader said that they have adequately listed all their expenses and what they would use the money for.

Vice Chair Hardeman said that they passed quickly in Finance.

Chair Best moved to the previous question on this bill.

Seconded.

Consent was called and the bill passed favorably.

Chair Best thanked everyone for helping these groups and apologized for the long list.

**Reports of the Officers of Congress**

**Speaker’s Report**

Speaker Comparato said that the Congress retreat is this weekend at Jordan Lake from 12 to 5 PM. She said that representative Niver has flyers for RSVP’ing. She told everyone to fill out these papers and say if they need a ride. She said that they need everyone there for it to be productive and that she would send a lot of information about it over the listserv. She said that if anyone has questions, that they could email her.
She also reminded everyone that the Congressional Open House is this Thursday at 5 PM in the Student Union. She said that they need as many representatives as possible to attend.

**Speaker Pro Tempore’s Report**
Chair Burney represented Speaker Pro Tempore Brady.

She said to e-mail him their pictures for the website ASAP. She also said to find out when an RHA event or community government event was so on-campus representatives can meet more of their constituents.

**Finance Committee Chair’s Report**
Chair Best thanked everyone for sitting through all the bills for student organizations.

Vice Chair Hardeman also thanked everyone for his or her patience.

**Rules and Judiciary Committee Chair’s Report**
Chair Crayton said that they had a great meeting last Tuesday and that it was much shorter than Finance. They appointed GPSF appointments and had no problems with the appointments. He said that if any representatives had a twitter and wanted to be added on the Congress list to let him know. He said to follow the Congress twitter account.

**Oversight Committee Chair’s Report**
Chair Burney said they had a very good meeting and that they had five resolutions for GPSF appointments, which were all passed favorably. She said that the ASG meeting was next week at NCCU. She said it would be great if a lot of representatives could make it since it’s so close. She also noted that the next board of governor’s meeting is next week and they are going to be talking about financial aid and that there wasn’t going to be enough room for students. She said that people have investigated getting more room for students and that she has a concurrent resolution about financial aid in response to the proposal to be discussed later.

**Ethics Committee Chair’s Report**
Chair Woodward said that they had a successful meeting and it would hopefully be the only one. He said that there are 8 vacancies and that he would pass it on to the board of elections. He said to reach out to people to get more participation. He said they talked about changes to ethics legislation, including the timeframe for ethics documentation. He wants to stress attendance policies and early exits/tardies. He said they would be enforcing the rules. He said that if you know you will not be here for two weeks, to take a leave of absence. He reminded everyone that if you have 2 tardies that it will count as 1 unexcused absence. He said if you know you are going to be late, to let him know. He wanted to remind people that what people say is on public forum and what they say in here does reflect on administrators.
Representative Strader asked if tardies only applied to the official start of meeting.

Chair Woodward said yes and that the policies aren’t out there as they should be and that they are working on that.

Speaker Comparato said she appreciates people who came 15 minutes earlier to listen to DPS. She said that they barely have quorum and that he is doing a great job with attendance.

Receipts of Petitions and Message
Message from the Student Body President

Student Body President Will Leimenstoll said that he asked Tom Ross to get a bigger room for the board of governors meeting. He told representatives to let him know if they wanted to attend. He said that there should be more student opportunities.

Representative Strader asked what his thoughts were on the issue that is going to be addressed at the board of governors meeting.

Leimenstoll said that he thinks it will be a win-win for Chapel Hill. Either way, he said that if the university gets rid of the minimum, the administration would still meet 100% of need. He said it wouldn't affect us. It would give individual campuses more autonomy. He said it is a good situation and he wants to keep students educated and informed.

Message from the Graduate and Professional Student Federation President
The Graduate and Professional Student Federation President was not present.

Message from the Student Body Treasurer
Student Body Treasurer Shrija Ghosh said good job to everyone. She reminded everyone that the Student Fee Audit Committee was this Thursday.

Message from the Student Attorney General
The Student Attorney General was not present.

Message from the Honor Court Chair
The Honor Court Chair was not present.

Introduction of Concurrent Resolutions
SCR-94-056 – A Concurrent Resolution to Express the Student Congress’ Support for Robust Financial Aid within the University of North Carolina System
Chair Burney introduced the bill. She said that currently in the UNC system there is a minimum amount of money that goes back into system for financial aid and that it is set at 25%. She said that this proposal would eliminate the system-wide floor. It says that schools don’t have to change it but they theoretically could lower this percentage of what money goes into system. She said UNC wants students to stay here even if they have financial trouble and that this is good for students that are and aren’t on financial aid. She said it is a win-win for everyone. She said there are 16 different schools in the system and that each school should have the ability to make their own decisions.

Vice Chair Hardeman said that the university would not take advantage of this meeting. He says that this shows good leadership.

Chair Crayton motioned to strike number 2 under section 1 and replace it with “urges the board of governors to support robust financial aid programs across the UNC system.” He said that he disagrees with Student Body President Leimenstoll and doesn’t think this is a win-win. He said it is great for Chapel Hill but not for other universities that do not have a tradition of reallocating financial aid. He said he doesn’t want to it seem like Congress supports this proposal.

Seconded.

Floor opened to debate.

Vice Chair McClelland said he liked the way it was previously worded. He said that each institution knows its own system and doesn’t need the minimum.

Student Body President Leimenstoll said he thinks Chair Crayton brings up good points. He said that every university has a financial aid office and that the people that work in them are serious about their job. He said they have trust them to make their own decisions about their own campuses. He said we don’t have the position to know what is best for other campuses.

Representative Mellini said this motion would focus on the meaning of the bill and makes the resolution more powerful.

Chair Woodward asked if they would like this statement to be added to their sentence. He said that the autonomy of UNC systems should be in there because it makes it more complete.

Vice Chair McClelland said he would not be opposed to adding this statement onto the end of the sentence.

Chair Crayton said that he doesn’t want to embrace the autonomy statement because of talks on capping tuition. He said this is a compromise for people that did not get the cap that they wanted last year.
Vice Chair McClelland said that the autonomy argument goes against caps and the minimum.

Representative Hodgin said that universities want to attract the best students even if they aren’t the most financially stable. He said he doesn’t see why supporting the autonomy takes away from the proposal.

Representative Mellini said that it seems like they are speaking for other universities in the system since it is not affecting the university.

Chair Best said that she likes this amendment because it is more inclusive.

Vice Chair McClelland motioned to the previous question.

Seconded.

Consent was called and the amendment was adopted.

Representative Niver said that this statement is ambiguous to what congress actually wants. She said it is hard for Congress to decide if these universities would make the right call.

Vice Chair McClelland motioned to add an amendment that would add a number four section and restore the statement that had previously been struck out.

Chair Burney seconded amendment.

Floor opened to discussion.

Representative Mellini said that the university wants to encourage universities to keep the 25% minimum. She wanted to know the purpose behind adding this statement.

Representative Burney said that she didn’t want to attack or directly support this proposal.

Vice Chair McClelland said that the board of governors is not the most knowledgeable of each university. He said that each university should manage their budget.

Chair Crayton said that he thinks that the university has one of the greatest financial aid programs and that they want to show support to other universities that strive to have it the same quality financial aid offices. He doesn’t want to support what the proposal said.
Representative Strader said that it seems to him that the fourth amendment shows support for the proposal while the other three are neutral.

Student Body President Leimenstoll said that the board of governors does not realize how important financial aid is to students. He said that they have a skewed vision of financial aid. He said this is showing that students show that they care about financial aid.

Chair Crayton said that we don’t live in an ideal world where the university doesn’t have to raise tuition.

Representative Strader said that the best stance would be to support financial aid in general since Congress and the university doesn’t know what is going to happen.

Chair Woodward seconded to the previous question about amendment.

There was a voice vote and the amendment was not passed.

Chair Burney said she liked what Representative Strader said and that they could always make another resolution after the meeting.

Chair Crayton moved to previous question on the bill.

Seconded.

The bill was passed through roll call vote with two abstentions.

**Unfinished Business of Preceding Meeting**
No unfinished business.

**Special Orders**
**Motion to Elect Representatives to Committees**

Speaker Comparato said that they need to elect one person to the ASG committee.

Vice Chair McClelland said that he was going to send out an email so that people that can commit can sign up.

Chair Crayton moved to postpone special orders.

Seconded.

Consent was called.

**Consent Calendar**
**Resolutions**
SCR-94-031 – A Resolution to Approve the GPSF Appointments to the Student Advisory Committee to the Chancellor (SACC)

SCR-94-032 – A Resolution to Approve the GPSF Appointment to the Committee on Student Conduct

SCR-94-033 – A Resolution to Approve the GPSF Appointments to the Student Union Board of Directors

SCR-94-034 – A Resolution to Approve the GPSF Appointment to the WXYC Board of Directors

SCR-94-035 – A Resolution to Approve the GPSF Appointments to the Renewable Energy Special Projects Committee

SCR-94-036 – A Resolution to Approve the GPSF Appointments to the Student Television Board of Directors

SCR-94-037 – A Resolution to Approve the GPSF Appointments to the Hardship Parking Committee

Chair Woodward was called to the floor to present consent calendar.

He motioned to pass the consent calendar.

Seconded.

Consent was called.

Representative Niver abstained from voting herself into the Union Board of Directors.

**Adjournment**

Representative Dolan motioned adjourn meeting.

Seconded.

Consent was called.

Roll call vote passed favorably for adjournment.

Speaker Comparato adjourned the meeting at 9:57 PM.